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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

Richard Narich is a career diplomat who was mainly posted in Indonesia, Greece, Switzerland, the former 
Soviet bloc (Bulgaria, Moscow), Brussels (NATO), the United States (Consul General in Chicago), the United 
Kingdom and Latin America (Ambassador in Nicaragua and Paraguay). 

After retiring from the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, he specialized in defense and security issues and 
occupied different positions in think-tanks, institutes and associations dealing with these issues :  Special 
Advisor to the Director of the Geneva Center of Security Policy ( GCSP), Advisor to the Director of the 
French National Institute for Higher Security Studies, based in Paris, President of the Homeland Security 
Association in Brussels, Member of the Board of the French High Committee for Civil Defense in Paris . He 
also is a Member of the “Conseil des industries de confiance et de sécurité » ( CICS) in Paris and Secretary 
General of the “ Association Française pour les Nations Unies”. 

Mr. Narich, who wrote many articles on security issues in professional magazines, also has an experience of 
the private sector where he worked as an Advisor to the CEO’s of 2 international companies specialized one 
in engineering and the other in computing enginering. 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Session 1: A theoretical approach.  

New security responses and strategies have been explored and/or defined in order to face the challenges 
posed by the globalized and interconnected world we entered into after 9/11. These challenges include what 
a French scholar defined as “hyper terrorism”, as well as an upsurge of environmental, technological and 
other threats. What are the results of these responses and strategies and where do we stand today? 
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Required reading: 125 pages. 

• “National Security Strategies: Security from What, for Whom and by What Means”. Journal of 
Homeland Security and Emergency Management. Volume 6, Issue 1,2009. Author: Sharon L. 
Claudle (26 pages) 

• “Security and Governance”. Revue de défense nationale et sécurité collective. January 2008. 
Author: Richard Narich (12 pages) 

• “Unconventional Crises, Unconventional Responses. Reforming Leadership in the Age of 
Catastrophic Crises and Hypercomplexity”. Interim Report. SAIS John Hopkins. September 2006. 
Author: Erwan Lagadec (46 pages). 

• « The Coming Anarchy ». The Atlantic. February 1994. Author Robert D. Kaplan (41 pages). 

Session 2: An institutional approach. How did governments adapt to 
this new paradigm? 

This session will review the historical, cultural and structural differences and similarities in the definition of 
country strategies with the examples of the United States, the United Kingdom, France and the Nordic 
countries. It will also particularly stress the dialogue and interactions that took place between the United 
States and Europe which progressively contributed to defining a model common to them all, i.e. “Societal 
Security.” 

Required reading: 115 pages. 

• French White Paper on Defense and National Security, 2013 (pages 27-47; 67-82) 
• UK National Security Strategy and Strategic Defense and Security Review, 2015 (pages 15-27; 37- 

46; 81-87) 
• « The relevance of Societal Security for the United States », in « European Approaches to Societal 

Security- Implications for the United States », Daniel Hamilton, Center for Transatlantic Relations, 
SAIS, John Hopkins, 2005 (pages 149-164) 

• « US and European Approaches »: « A Road Map for the Transatlantic Alliance », Daniel Hamilton,  
Center for Transatlantic Relations, SAIS, John Hopkins, 2006 (Introduction, 28 pages) 

Optional reading:  

• US National Strategy for Homeland Security. October 2007 (53 pages) 

Session 3. An operational approach. Protection of people, 
infrastructure, border security and crisis management. 

9/11 has profoundly modified the way to protect people, critical infrastructure, assets and borders. New 
methods have progressively been elaborated on and put in place in order to face the complexities of this new 
security environment. Based  on an « Integrated Risk Management » approach, they rely on « Anticipation » 
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and « Risk Analysis » more than in the past. This session will be dedicated to explaining these concepts and 
studying the experiences of some countries and international organizations in that field.  

Required reading: 87 pages 

• « Risk Analysis. Integrated Risk Management and Societal Security ». Center for Security Studies, 
CRN, ETH Zurich, May 2009 (21 pages) 

• « Summary of the 2015-2016 Sector Resilience Plan », UK Cabinet Office (18 pages) 
• « UK Approach Assessing Risk and Responding to Events », Second Scientific Seminar on Disaster 

Risk Management. Cabinet Office. The Civil Contingencies Secretariat. Brussels December 4-5, 
2014. (11 pages) 

• « Crisis Management, An overview ». Efficiency Unit, Central Government, Hong Kong. September 
2009 (31 pages) 

• Brochure on FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency), USA. July 2008 (6 pages) 

Session 4: An institutional and operational approach. Example of 
the European Union.  

The European Union was not prepared to tackle security issues after 9/11. Security was not part of its 
original mandate. It took its time to build an institutional and operational global approach to face its new 
responsibilities. To what extent is this approach efficient, especially in fighting terrorism that is the main 
security threat the European Union has to deal with today?  

Required reading: 122 pages 

• “Understanding Jihad and Jihadism”. At a glance. European Parliament. May 2015. 2 pages. 
• “Religious Fundamentalism and Radicalization”. Briefing, European Parliament. March 2015. 7 

pages. 
• “Europe’s New Jihad: Homegrown, Leadless, Virtual”. Security Brief, Egmont Royal Institute of 

International Relations. July 2017 (6 pages). 
• “The Challenge of Jihadist Radicalization in Europe and Beyond”. Introduction (pages 11-15); 

Defining the Phenomenon of Jihadist Radicalization, Drivers and Catalysts Local and Global (pages 
22-34). EPC, Counter extremism Project, European Foundation for Democracy. 2017 (16 pages).  

• « Terrorism and Counterterrorism in Continental Europe ». Counter Terrorism Yearbook 2017. 
Australian Strategic Policy Institute. Thomas Renard (pages 75 -83) 

• « The European Agenda on Security. Paving the Way Towards a Security Union ». Press release, 
European Commission. April 2016 (3 pages). 

• « The European Agenda on Security. May 2015. (22 pages)  
• « Two Years on Security Union ». Brochure, April 2016 (12 pages) 
• “Directive (EU) 2017/541 of the European Parliament and of the Council on Combating Terrorism”. 

March 15, 2017 (11 pages). 
• “Tenth progress report towards an effective and genuine security union”. Communication COM 

(2017) 466 final. 9/7/2017. 11 pages. 
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• « How to Counter the New Terrorism? ». Policy Paper. European Issues n°438. 26th June 2017. 
Gilles de Kerkhove, EU Counter Terrorism Coordinator. (5 pages). 

• « Definitions of Terrorism at a glance ». European Parliament. November 2015 (2 pages) 
• « EU rules on terrorist offences and related penalties » (Council Framework Decisions 2002/2008 (5 

pages) 

Session 5. An operational approach. Visit of a governmental crisis 
management center and crisis simulation exercise. 

The students will visit the Crisis Center of the French Gendarmerie Nationale. This will give them the 
opportunity to gain insight into how such centers, so important for crisis management, operate and also how 
the different French governmental crisis centers are interconnected by a comprehensive and structured 
network.  

The visit will be followed by a crisis management simulation which will be played by the students (aircraft 
crash in a remote area implying rescue operations, forensic and consular aspects). The students will be 
debriefed by professionals from the Crisis Center of the Gendarmerie Nationale. Total duration: 3 hours. 

Session 6. Cyberspace and Cyber Security: a new dimension, a 
new challenge.  

Cyberattacks involving state and non-state actors hugely increased these last years and continue to do so at 
a pace which is faster and faster. Cyberspace, which is constantly under siege today, practically crosscuts all 
human activities. Its protection, which required new approaches and methods, became a National Security 
issue. This session will examine the rise of threats, their origins, their form, the challenges, the strategies 
developed by governments and international organizations and the attempts to creating a more secure 
cyberspace away from cyberwarfare.  

Required reading: 75 pages 

• “National Cybersecurity Framework Manual”. Nato Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of 
Excellence. Tallin 2012 . Edited by Alexander Klimburg (pages 1-43) 

• “Convention on Cybercrime, Council of Europe”, 2001 (11 pages) 
• Factshhet.EU Directive concerning “means for a huge common level of security of network and 

information systems across the Union, July 6,2016 (Directive NIS), (4 pages) 
• “The normalization of cyber-international relations”. Strategic Trends, chapter 5.   Center for 

Security Studies (Zurich). 2015.  Author: Myriam Dunn Cavely (17 pages) 
• Factsheet. Developments of information and telecommunications in the context of international 

security. UN Office for Disarmament Affairs. September 2017 (1 page) 
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Session 7. Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), Weapons of 
Mass Disruption: the world at risk 

Chemical, Biological, Nuclear Weapons (CBRN) have widely been used in a war context and only seldom 
and on a very small scale by terrorists. If terrorists would in the near future be able to trigger large-scale 
attacks by either of these weapons, it would represent a frightful danger for populations and a huge 
challenge for governments. Are terrorists able to make powerful CBRN weapons? Is it part of their strategy? 
They certainly can make “dirty bombs” which could have the same devastating effects. To what extent are 
governments prepared to face such kind of threats?  Are crisis management procedures adapted? CBRN is 
increasingly becoming CNRN-E (Explosives): what does that imply ? These are some of the questions that 
have to be asked and which will be examined in this session. 

Required reading: 66 pages 

• “ISIL/ Da’esh and non- conventional weapons of terror”. Briefing, European Parliament. December 
2015 (10 pages) 

• “CBRN terrorism threats and the EU response”. Briefing, European Parliament. January 2015 (8 
pages) 

• “CBRN Integrated Response, Italy and 10 Other EU Member States”. CBRN Integrated Response 
project. Pisa January 2014 (212 pages) 

• An overview of the main international obligations and cooperation mechanisms concerning 
preparedness and response to CBRN crises (pages 9-24). 

• One CBRN country report to be chosen by the student (approximatively 20 pages) 
• “Guidelines for first responders to a CBRN incident. Nato Civil Emergency Planning/Civil Protection 

Group .2014 (13 pages) 

Session 8: An operational Approach: Enacting a CBRN-E Crisis 
Management Exercise 

Any CBRN-E crisis is widely considered by experts as “the mother of all crisis”, because of its impact on the 
first responders, its psychological effects on the population and its lasting environmental damage. Most 
government crisis management organizations in the Western countries have thus been tailored so as to 
tackle these kinds of threat. This class will enable students to act as if they were in charge of solving issues 
arising from such a crisis. The simulation chosen is  - a chemical and explosive attack. Students will take the 
roll of government and NGOs officers and will work together to make the decisions to solve the crisis.  

Session 9: Environmental Security and Climate Change. A Rising 
Threat?  

The consciousness that environmental problems can pose a threat to national well-being and international 
stability arose by the mid-eighties after the end of the Cold War when the scientific security community 
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shifted from war studies to topics linked with societal considerations and not only with war. The big 
disruptions climate change is expected to cause on the planet in the next years have shed a new light on the 
possible connection between environment and security. More and more governments and international 
organizations consider climate change as a National Security issue, although this position is sometimes 
challenged by others. This class will try to take stock of the present debate and of the orientations and 
solutions put forward. 

Required reading: 87 pages 

• “Introduction to the concepts of Environmental Security and Environmental conflict”. Michael 
Renner. Institute for Environmental Security. The Hague, 2006. (16 pages) 

• “The Gathering Storm. Climate Change, Security and Conflict”. Environmental Justice Foundation. 
London, 2015 (35 pages) 

• “Climate Change and its possible security implications”. Report of the Secretary General, UN 
General Assembly, September 11, 2009 (29 pages) 

• “Presidential memorandum on Climate change and National Security”, President Obama, September 
21, 2016 (7 pages). 

Session 10. Security research, technologies and industrial policy 

The example of Europe. The European States and the European Commission launched right after 2001 
important research programs in technology. This appeared to be necessary in order to respond to the 
requests of the end-users and also for Europe to become more autonomous from the United States that had 
a long advance in this domain. More recently, this policy was complemented by the attempt to define an 
industrial policy. This class will study these developments that illustrate, with their specificities, a general 
tendency taking place elsewhere in the world. 

Required reading: 69 pages 

• “European Security Research and Innovation Forum –ESRIF- “(pages 11-17; 19-34) 
• “Horizon 2020 -The European Program for Research and Innovation. Security” (4 pages) 
• “EOS Non-Paper on Security R & I in H2020”, 2013 (23 pages) 
• “Towards Holistic European Security and a Competitive European Security Industry”. EOS White 

Paper. June 2017 (22 pages) 

Session 11. The security market and standardization.  

Parallel to the growing needs of companies in securing their people, assets and for governments to also 
secure their borders, the world security market developed at a rapid pace involving a growing number of 
competitors. This class will study the characteristics of this market, its actors, and its evolution. It also will 
stress the importance of standardization, that facilitates inter- operability in crisis management, but 
represents also a decisive asset for industrials in the competition for winning markets. 
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Required reading: 19 pages 

• “The Security and Resilience Growth Partnership (RISC)”, Partnership between the UK Government 
and its security sector (10 pages) 

• “Societal Security Management System Standards”. Dr. Marc Siegel, security management 
consultant. ASIS International (6 pages) 

• “Societal Security. Why International Standards?” J. Lindley Biblow. Frontline Security ( n° 4), 2011 
(3 pages) 

Session 12. Concluding session.  

A test consisting of 10 questions on the whole seminar (including the required readings, the notes distributed 
by the teacher and the 2 crisis simulation exercises) will take place during class 12 (45 minutes). 

A debate on the impact of security on values and society will conclude this course./. 


